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Abstract. !FTERDISCUSSINGTHELIMITSANDPOTENTIALITIESOFTHEDElNITIONSOF
travel writing proposed by Paul Fussell (1980), Patrick Holland and Graham
Huggan (1998) and Jan Borm (2004), the article presents a characterization
of travel writing both as a genre with a precise rhetorical status, as well as
a praxis of knowledge, which derives from the interplay between travelling
and writing. Building on this, a comparison between two Italian travel
BOOKS AND TWO )TALIAN TRAVEL BLOGS ABOUT #HINA IS PROPOSED 3PECIlCALLY 
by considering these texts as “intermedial transpositions” (Wolf 2008) that
realize the same generic and epistemological matrix (i.e. travel writing), a
Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis (MCDA) is conducted in order to
assess: 1) how the book and the blog, as different medial formats, interpret
the rhetorical features of the travel writing genre; and 2) to what extent the
gnoseological and cross-cultural potentials of travel writing, as a praxis of
knowledge, is affected by the process of transposition.
Keywords: travel writing, blogs, intermediality, genre, epistemology.

In this paper we make a comparison between two Italian travel books and
two Italian travel blogs about China. The two selected books are: La Cina in
Vespa (Around China on a Vespa), by Giorgio Bettinelli (2008) and La birra di
Shaoshan, (A Beer in Shaoshan), by Sergio Ramazzotti (2002); as for the blogs,
those chosen are: Cina: terra di grandi contrasti, (China: Land of Big Contrasts),
by blogger Millycat (2012; hosted on turistipercaso.it) and Conoscere Pechino tra
dinastie e imperatori, (Getting to Know Beijing between Dynasties and Emperors),
by blogger Flavia (2013; hosted on “blogdiviaggi.it”). The aim is to investigate
how the landing of travel narratives on different medial formats (i.e. the book and
the blog) affects the “rhetorical” and “epistemological” status of these texts (these
two terms will be discussed shortly).
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Travel Books and Travel Blogs as “Intermedial
Transpositions”
Travel books and travel blogs are considered here as two “intermedial
transpositions” (Wolf 2008) that realize a common generic and epistemological
matrix: travel writing. To be sure, “intermedial transposition” is a term whose
conceptual validity must be assessed in relation to two other notions: namely,
“transmediality” and “remediation.” The former, coined by Henry Jenkins (2006,
 ACKNOWLEDGEShTHEmOWOFCONTENTTHROUGHMULTIPLEMEDIAPLATFORMSvINOTHER
WORDS TRANSMEDIALITYACCOUNTSFORTHERE DISTRIBUTIONOFTEXTSBROADLYDElNED 
in various media. The latter, instead, has been introduced by David J. Bolter
AND 2ICHARD 'RUSIN   IN ORDER TO DElNE HOW A GIVEN MESSAGE IS AFFECTED
when passing from one medium to another. While Jenkins largely considers
transmediality as one consequence of the hybridization among media, and sees
the web as the medium that promotes such a convergence the most, Bolter and
Grusin focus more on the effects that the process of transposition has on a given
text, passing from a rendition of “immediacy,” when the re-mediated text is as
faithful as possible to the original, to “hypermediacy,” when the text is deeply
MODIlED ACCORDINGTOTHEAFFORDANCESOFTHENEWMEDIUM(ERE THEDEPARTING
point is slightly different, insofar as it concentrates on the various realizations
that a whole genre – travel writing – can take. So, the notion of “intermedial
transposition” is best suited as it fosters the idea of different occurrences in
different media that refer to a common matrix.

4HE0ROBLEMATIC$ElNITIONOF4RAVEL7RITING
Clearly, in order for the comparison to be productive, travel books and blogs
have to share a certain degree of similarity. This leads directly into the perilous
TASKOFPROVIDINGADElNITIONOFTRAVELWRITING SINCEITREPRESENTSTHEBENCHMARK
against which travel books and travel blogs are compared. Despite the increasing
interdisciplinary attention to travel writing within academia (for an overview
cf. Hooper and Youngs 2004), the attempt to elaborate a commonly accepted
DElNITIONOFTRAVELWRITINGLEAVESSCHOLARSQUITEFARFROMAGREEMENT!CCORDING
TO0AUL&USSELLSSEMINALDElNITION TRAVELBOOKSAREhASUBSPECIESOFMEMOIRSIN
which autobiographical narratives arise from the speaker’s encounter with distant
or unfamiliar data and in which the narrative – unlike that in a novel or romance
– claims literal validity by constant reference to actuality” (Fussell 1980, 203).
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3UCHADElNITIONHASBEENREPEATEDLYCRITICIZEDASITPOSESATLEASTTWOPROBLEMS
First of all, we attest to the hierarchization of “memoir” and “biography;” a
HIERARCHIZATIONWHICHISLEFT INFACT UNEXPLAINED3ECONDLY &USSELLCONmATESTHE
notion of travel writing as a genre with that of the travel book as a medial format.
)N THIS LATTER RESPECT  #ARL 4HOMPSON WRITES THAT hDIFlCULTIES ARISE WITH ANY
suggestion that we can equate travel writing in its entirety with the form Fussell
calls the travel book” (Thompson 2011, 19). As a consequence, the intermedial
comparison proposed here is particularly fruitful insofar as the travel writing
GENRESEEMSREFRACTORYTOANYDElNITIONTHATDOESNOTALSOTAKEINTOACCOUNTTHE
medium which conveys the text (and the labels “travel+book,” “travel+blog;”
“libro di viaggio” and “blog di viaggio” attest to this). As a matter of fact, against
a well-established trend within socio-linguistics according to which the medium
ISNOTRELEVANTFORTHEDElNITIONOFTHEGENREEG9ATES /RLIKOWSKIAND/KAMURA
1999), it is assumed here that the medium that carries the text not only plays a
role in the shaping of the genre, but it is consubstantial to it.
Concerning the formal aspect of travel writing, Patrick Holland and Graham
Huggan (1998, 14) overcome Fussell’s hierarchization between autobiography
and memoir by arguing that travel writing is a mix of the two: “like other
autobiographies,” they write, “travel writing seeks to make retrospective sense
of discrete experiences;” however, differently from autobiographies, “travel
narratives are less concerned with recuperating, or reinventing, a single self, than
with following the trajectory of a series of selves in transit. [...] In this sense, travel
WRITING IS MORE CLOSELY AFlLIATED WITH MEMOIRv /N THIS SAME ISSUE  *ONATHAN
Raban is much more inclusive when he claims that “as a literary form, travel
WRITINGISANOTORIOUSLYRAFlSHOPENHOUSEWHEREDIFFERENTGENRESARELIKELYTOEND
up in the same bed. It freely mixes narrative and discursive writing” (Raban 1988,
253–4). Finally, pushing this reasoning to the extreme, the most radical position
is undoubtedly that of Jan Borm, according to whom “the point to determine is
whether travel writing is really a genre at all. I shall argue here that it is not a
GENRE BUTACOLLECTIVETERMFORAVARIETYOFTEXTSBOTHPREDOMINANTLYlCTIONALAND
NON lCTIONAL WHOSEMAINTHEMEISTRAVELv"ORM  
4HE POINT  IN FACT  IS NOT SO MUCH TO BROADEN OR RESTRICT THE lELD THAT TRAVEL
writing encompasses, but to look at it from a different perspective. More
SPECIlCALLY  THE ATTESTED DIFlCULTY OF lNDING A COMMONLY ACCEPTED DElNITION
of travel writing can be disentangled by recalling Carolyn Miller’s words: “an
understanding of genre can help us account for the way we encounter, interpret,
react to, and create particular texts” (Miller 1984, 151). Put differently, the notion
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of “genre” can (and should) tell us something about how texts work. From here,
ITISCONTENDEDTHATTRAVELWRITINGISNOTONLY AGENRE BUTMORESPECIlCALLYA
rhetorical praxis of knowledge.

The Rhetorical and Epistemological Status of
Travel Writing
The adjective “rhetorical” encompasses, in Miller’s spirit, the ensemble of
semantic, formal and pragmatic features related to travel writing. “Semantic” is
here synonymous with content: in particular, travel accounts have to keep at
their core the unfolding of a travel experience. By saying “unfolding,” and not
merely “the theme of travel” (as suggested by Borm), it is stressed that travel
writing must be eminently narrative, as Fussell himself suggests. In this sense,
travel guides or other predominantly informative texts that focus on travel, but
shape it in a non-narrative way, are not considered proper travel writings.
At the same time, in order to overcome the dualistic position about autobiography
and memoir, travel writing is regarded more generally as a subjective narrative; that
is, a narrative in which the narrator is part of the story (either as an I, or a we). In
THISSENSE THEDElNITIONPROVIDEDELABORATESON'ERALD0RINCESCHARACTERIZATION
OF THE NARRATIVE AS THE hRECOUNTING OF ONE OR MORE REAL OR lCTITIOUS EVENTS
communicated by one or several narrators (more or less overt) to one or several
narratees” (Prince 1987, 58). In fact, the term “subjective stance” refers precisely
to the overt manifestation of the narrator to which Prince points. To be sure, such
a formal feature, far from being congenital to travel writing, has mainly evolved
in modern and contemporary travel accounts. Indeed, as Thompson (2011, 79–81)
inversely remarks with respect to 17th- and 18th-century English travel writing, “the
PROTOCOLSOFEPISTEMOLOGICALDECORUMESTABLISHEDBYTHE2OYAL3OCIETYINmUENCED
not only how [sic] one recorded one’s observations and presented them to the
public, but also what [sic] one observed and recorded. Abstract or metaphysical
speculations were to be kept to a minimum, as were subjective impressions, and
personal thoughts and feelings.” Hence, the overt subjectivity of travel writing
is a formal aspect that has emerged over time, namely in concomitance with the
consolidation of travelling as a widespread practice (at least in the West).
One more issue concerning the form of travel writing has to do with the
DISCURSIVEDISTINCTIONBETWEENFACTUALANDlCTIONALMODESOFNARRATION(OLLAND
and Huggan advance a valid argument when they state that any neat separation
between these two modes is theoretically preposterous, since all accounts are, to a
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DEGREE lCTITIOUS!SACONSEQUENCE THEYCOMETODElNETRAVELWRITINGSAShlCTIONS
of factual representation” (Holland and Huggan 1998, 10). Although this position
is certainly wise, it nonetheless misses properly discussing the relation to truth
that travel accounts (pretend) to construct. In this sense, it seems appropriate to
suggest, in order to exclude from the realm of travel writing fantastic or sciencelCTIONTEXTS THATTRAVELACCOUNTS INDEPENDENTLYFROMTHEIRDEGREEOFlCTIONALITY 
have to be plausible. This means, in other words, that travel writings have to
describe experiences that really happened, or are likely to have happened.
The last point that remains to be addressed is the extent to which travel writing
can be considered a pragmatic genre. With respect to that, it is useful to recall
#ASEY "LANTONS DElNITION OF TRAVEL WRITINGS  AS TEXTS hWHOSE MAIN PURPOSE IS
to introduce us to the other, and that typically they dramatized an engagement
between self and world” (Blanton 2002, xi). If we couple this characterization
with that by Michel, according to whom “to travel, or at least to travel in a certain
way, is to write and to write is to travel” (Butor 2001, 71), then both statements
CANTELLUSSOMETHINGSPECIlCABOUTTRAVELLINGand writing: namely, that these acts
can be regarded as two specular acts of knowledge. On the one hand, a journey,
far from being a mere displacement in space, fuels (and is triggered by) what
0IERRE"OURDIEUDElNESASTHEDESIREOFhESCAPINGONESINATTENTIVEFAMILIARITYv
(Bourdieu 1990, 35). Such a desire leads, in turn, to encountering otherness,
insofar as “all journeys are, in a way, a confrontation or, more optimistically,
a negotiation between self and other” (Thompson 2011, 4). Put differently,
travelling kindles an attentive (pre)disposition towards the encounter with (and
knowledge of) otherness. On the other hand, writing is an act of unavoidable
inscription in the text of the writer’s self. More precisely, writing is a “differed”
and “deferred” act (Derrida 1976) that reveals the presence of the self to itself, by
marking a spatial (on the page) and temporal (in the act of writing) distance from
it. It is, then, possible to contend that writing entails a form of mirroring (and
representation) of the self onto the page. More generally, we could say that travel
writing bears a cross-cultural (towards the other) and gnoseological (towards
the self) potential for knowledge. Hence, it emerges more clearly in what terms
travel writing is a praxis of knowledge: not only (as a genre) is it historically
determined, in that it “changes, evolves, and decays” (Miller 1984, 13); but, as a
praxis, it is synchronically shaped by the dynamic interplay between travelling
and writing as acts of knowledge. In this respect, the focus of the chosen Italian
texts is on China because the cultural “distance” between self and other helps
make the cross-cultural and gnoseological potentials more evident.
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Intermediality and Multimodality: a Discursive Approach
From these premises, the aim of the analysis is two-fold. On the one hand,
it assesses how the book and the blog realize the rhetorical features of the
travel writing genre; on the other, it investigates how the cross-cultural and
gnoseological potentials of the texts, as praxes of knowledge, are affected by the
process of transposition. Finally, the analysis seeks to acknowledge the extent to
which travel blogs can represent a fruitful source of information for introducing
a contemporary and more updated image of China to online readers.
In order to address these points, a Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis
(MCDA) of the selected texts is conducted. MCDA is a methodology that seeks to
unveil the opaque relations of power (between self and other; author and reader)
as manifested in language and in more broadly semiotic details (Aiello 2012).
In particular, the analysis looks at: 1) personal impressions and more factual
notations about people and places; 2) the presence/absence of images and what
they portray.

La Cina in Vespa
Giorgio Bettinelli (1955–2008) was a notorious Italian travel writer, whose
peculiarity was to travel to the remotest regions on earth riding his Vespa. In La
Cina in Vespa (Around China on a Vespa, 2008) he recounts his journey around
the Middle Kingdom, which became his country of residence after having met
HIS 6IETNAMESE PARTNER 9A 0EI !LTHOUGH THIS BOOK CAN BE RIGHTLY DElNED AS A
TRAVELOGUE ITISNONETHELESSTRUETHAT"ETTINELLIPOURSINTOITALLSORTSOFREmECTIONS 
thus steering the narration very much in the direction of the confessional
diary, whose diegetic boundaries soon transcend the travel per se. Indeed, the
recounting of the travel experience is only one aspect of a broader narration that
encompasses, in fact, the author’s whole life. For instance, the departure only
occurs at page 60, and is anticipated by a series of events (such as the death of
Bettinelli’s father), whose function is to create the preconditions for the journey:
“On Sunday 2nd of November,” Bettinelli remembers at the beginning, “his voice
[that of his father N/A] is hoarse, almost imperceptible; it already sounds like
death. […] I did not get the chance to meet him alive again. […] Away from Italy,
now! Getting off everything, leaving all behind, running away! Away! Taiwan
lRST FORACOUPLEOFMONTHS4HEN#HINA WITHAHOUSEONTHE-EKONG2IVERAND
a journey all around.” (Bettinelli 2008, 19; author’s translation.)
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Furthermore, it is quite common for Bettinelli to recollect throughout the
book either all his journeys around the world, or the other travelogues he has
written, so that La Cina in Vespa comes to represent “only” the last of a long
series of achievements as a travel writer: “needless to say, having decided to live
in China for the next one or two years, while completing the travelogue about the
144,000 kilometres driven between 1997 and 2001, traversing 90 countries, from
5SHUAIA TO (OBART  THE IDEA THAT ) CANNOT RIDE A 6ESPA IN MY @ELECTED COUNTRY
is much more annoying than a stone in my shoe” (Bettinelli 2008, 39; author’s
translation). More generally, it is possible to contend that the book is overtly
focused on Bettinelli’s persona as a traveller and a writer. Hence, it manifests a
strong gnoseological potential insofar as through its pages the reader comes to
know various aspects of the author’s life on and off the road.
On the contrary, the cross-cultural potential is often marginalized, despite the
fact that during a great part of the journey Bettinelli is accompanied either by
Ya Pei, or by his Chinese lover Manuelle, two locals who could easily negotiate
between Bettinelli and the Chinese. The erasure of the other is particularly
evident when looking at the images inserted in the middle of the book. There are
16 photos in total and in 12 of them the author is photographed alone, staring
at the camera. While disclosing very little of the people met by Bettinelli, these
images bear an eminently documentary function, as if the author is willing to tell
the reader: “Look where I have been!” In fact, in only two pictures a woman (very
likely Ya Pei) appears, but the captions, which simply mention the place or the
date – “Kashgar, old town;” “Yunnan, south of China, 2008” – are not helpful in
clarifying who she is, thus requiring the reader to collate the text and the images
in order to disentangle the dilemma. After all, the egocentric connotation of the
experience should not come as a surprise when considering that Bettinelli’s goal,
rather than delving into the Chinese culture, is precisely “to realize a trip on a
Vespa that touches all the 33 geographic areas [of China]” (Bettinelli 2008, 48;
author’s translation).

La birra di Shaoshan
La birra di Shaoshan (A Beer in Shaoshan, 2002) is a travelogue written by Italian
freelance journalist Sergio Ramazzotti. The book narrates the author’s ten-day
travel experience to the city of Shaoshan, Mao Zedong’s birthplace. The intention
of Ramazzotti is to understand something more about China and to introduce
the country to Italian readers. The following dialogue between the author and
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#ELIA  HIS INTERPRETER  FRAMES WELL 2AMAZZOTTIS PURPOSES h@!CTUALLY  )M HERE
ALSO TO WORK  ) SAID 3HE STARED AT ME IN BEWILDERMENT @7HAT KIND OF JOB @)
TELL STORIES !T LEAST  ) TRY @&OR WHOM @&OR THE PEOPLE IN MY COUNTRY @!ND
DO THEY LISTEN TO THEM @3OMEBODY DOES 3OMEBODY @7HATS THE DIFFERENCE
Even a tourist tells stories, right?’” (Ramazzotti 2002, 20; author’s translation).
Leaving aside the contested representation of Ramazzotti as a traveller/tourist, on
this occasion the cross-cultural potential of the text is very evident. At the same
time, however, the representation of China and the Chinese, being conceived
for a Western readership, largely responds to a rigid set of cultural concepts, the
effect of which is to re-produce a stereotypical clash between West and East.
The following description of Celia made by the author is an emblematic case in
point: “A pair of jeans was enough to make you become detestable because it
revealed your desire, maybe concealed even to yourself, to be part of that world
you condemned with words. I preferred when you wore a long skirt: that length,
so silly, so Chinese [sic]” (Ramazzotti 2002, 50–51; author’s translation).
More generally, what this and other similar passages do is to re-enact a power
gaze that eventually reasserts, in Grzegorz Moroz and Jolanta Sztachelska’s
(2010, ix) words, “travel writers’ (often unconscious) complex involvement and
implication in the projects of Orientalism, colonialism, imperialism and postcolonialism.” Such a biased representation also emerges in the unbalanced way
in which dialogues between Ramazzotti and Celia are reported. Indeed, it often
happens that the author’s turns are very long in comparison to his guide’s replies,
as if he is willing to assume a demiurgic position over her and before the eyes
OF THE READERS (ERE IS AN EXAMPLE h;#ELIA= @9OU HAVE BEEN TO 3HANGHAI 9OU
HAVESEENTHESKYSCRAPERS;2AMAZZOTTI=@#ELIA )SLEPTINTHE*IN-AO4HEHOTEL
begins on the 54th mOOR  THE PREVIOUS  ARE ALL EMPTY ;#ELIA= @4HE TELEVISION
DIDNTMENTIONTHAT;2AMAZZOTTI=@.O BUTTHATSTHETRUTH)TISANEMPTYCRYSTAL
tower only good to shout to the world: Guys, look at us, we too are able to build
skyscrapers. Why don’t you invest money in our country? And it also says to the
Chinese: See? We were right. In Tiananmen square, when we shot at your sons,
WEDEFENDEDCOMMUNISM ANDTHESEARETHERESULTS;#ELIA=@"UTSHETRIEDTO
reply” (Ramazzotti 2002, 170; author’s translation).
While the (biased) representation of China and the Chinese imbues the whole
book, to be fully suppressed from the text is its gnoseological potential. More
precisely, Ramazzotti avoids inserting personal anecdotes or autobiographic
information, as if too many details of this kind could weaken the reliability of his
reporting. In this respect, the absence of images is notable; an absence which is
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even more striking considering that Ramazzotti is not only a freelance journalist,
but also a professional photographer. The point is that, although images can
certainly be regarded as documentary proofs about the accomplishment of the
journey (as in Bettinelli’s case), they can also represent “a real menace to the
ONTOLOGICALSPECIlCITYOFlCTIONv"AETENS  )NTHISSENSE IMAGESARE
less subject to the control of the author insofar as “in a single blow, that which
is presented to us is so immediate, so non-mediated, that within the shock itself
there is a loss of mastery [emphasis added]” (Van Lier 2007, 29). Ramazzotti
HIMSELF IS WELL AWARE OF THIS RISK  AS HE CONFESSES HIS UNEASINESS IN lNDING A
COMPROMISE BETWEEN PHOTOGRAPHY AND lCTION h) DO BELIEVE THAT WORDS AND
images are complementary expressive forms; however, in some circumstances –
such as in the case of a narrative account – words are by far more striking than
images. I like to think that readers imagine together with me the diegetic world I
am building” (Ramazzotti, private communication). Hence, by avoiding inserting
PICTURES IN THE BOOK  2AMAZZOTTI MANAGES TO lLTER ALL INFORMATION THROUGH HIS
discretion, so that his control over the representation of himself and of China is
eventually much stronger.

Cina: terra di grandi contrasti
Cina: terra di grandi contrasti (China: Land of Big Contrasts, 2012) is an Italian
travel blog found on the blog platform turistipercaso.it (tourist by chance) and
written by blogger Millycat. Even before reading the blog, the name of the
platform frames the blogger’s persona and her account within a clear-cut tourist
representation. Moreover, the way in which the platform is conceived is also
responsible for shaping the style and content of Millycat’s blog. Indeed, as
Kirsten Uszkalo and Darren Harkness (2012, 18) argue, “the infrastructure behind
the interface is never directly seen by the blogger, but it drives the interface’s
DEVELOPMENT DElNESITSBOUNDARIES ENABLESAWEBPAGEFORMTOBECOMEAPOSTAND
that post to be offered to readers.” In this respect, the platform of turistipercaso.it
unfolds a rigid set of policies of use. For instance, it is not possible for Millycat to
add pictures within each post of her blog. On the contrary, images are uploaded
separately, together with those of all the other members of the community, a
feature that tends to de-personalize each account in favour of a communitarian
approach to the writing experience.
Besides, each post of Millycat’s blog hosts a variety of advertisements,
whose intromission, which depends upon Master Advertisement, the agency
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that manages the platform’s marketing strategy, enriches the page with extradiegetic elements [Fig. 1]. As a consequence, Millycat’s and all the other blogs on
turistipercaso.it get closer to multi-purpose portals than to simple travel accounts.
In other words, the blogs acquire a commercial potential to the detriment of their
diegetic development.
#ONCERNING-ILLYCATSSPECIlCWRITING ITISPOSSIBLETOREMARKTHATSHETENDS
TOlLLTHEPOSTSWITHTRAVELRECOMMENDATIONSTHATAPPROACHTHEBLOGTOTHESTYLE
of the guide: “the Forbidden City, or Imperial Palace, also called Winter Palace,
is one of the most important buildings of the whole country as it represents a
symbol of traditional China and one of the best preserved buildings of the classical
age” (post 5; author’s translation). This is only one example from the blog which
suggests that Millycat is rather inclined to offer information about what she sees
by adopting an objective stance. But in so doing, she inevitably erases her own
subjectivity from the text, so that its gnoseological potential is marginalized
and the blog acquires an eminently documentary function. The erasure of the
self emerges most emblematically from Millycat’s personal page, in which the
blogger simply states her age, without providing other information or uploading
any photo of herself. Moreover, the blogger opts for using an alias, the effect of
which is double-sided: while further concealing her real identity, it also generates
a ludicization of authoriality, which can be intended as a form of softening of the
blogger’s authority in relation to the informative pretentiousness of the blog.
4HE OBJECTIlCATION OF THE BLOGS CONTENT HAS CONSEQUENCES ALSO ON THE NON
REPRESENTATIONOFTHEOTHER3PECIlCALLY SINCETHEBLOGISlLLEDWITHTRAVELTIPS
EGCOSTS mIGHTS ACCOMMODATION ETC THATARELARGELYTOBEENJOYEDBYOTHER
tourists, it lacks any in-depth representation of China or the Chinese. Here is
ANOTHER EXAMPLE h)T IS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE ;THE #HINESE )MMIGRATION /FlCE=
with the whole itinerary of the journey, otherwise no visa is granted; for a couple
of legs of the journey I have directly contacted the hostel via email, instead of
BOOKING VIA STANDARD SITES SUCH AS @BOOKINGCOM OR !GORAv POST  AUTHORS
translation). What readers derive from Millycat’s blog about China is, above all,
information related to the practicality of the journey, which, however, does not
offer any cross-cultural bridge. In this respect, Millycat seems more concerned
with “the fact of knowing, with having, with knowledge as a possession” (Adorno
1991, 84), rather than with the delivery of a subjective impression of the country.
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Conoscere Pechino tra dinastie e imperatori
Conoscere Pechino tra dinastie e imperatori (Getting to Know Beijing between
Dynasties and Emperors  ISTHETITLEOFTHElRSTPOSTDEDICATEDTO#HINA
by Italian blogger Flavia and published on the platform blogdiviaggi.com (travel
BLOGS 4HEBLOGGERHASWRITTENATOTALOFlVEPOSTSON#HINAAND ACCORDINGTO
THEDATEOFTHElRSTANDLASTPOST SHEHASSPENTROUGHLYONEANDAHALFMONTHS
in the Middle Kingdom, from the 21st of September to the 5th of November 2013.
Again, it is possible to remark that the policies of use of the platform play a
key role in dictating how the travel blog can be written and read. Blog di viaggi
stresses the individuality of each blogger, urging them to provide a photo of
THEMSELVES AND A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE ON THEIR PROlLE PAGE hTHE BEAUTY OF THIS
platform is that it is not a classical site or a travel guide,” is stated on the About
page, “but it is OUR blog. […] It is made by travellers for travellers” (author’s
translation). To support this, the platform offers two complementary reading
paths: on the one hand, on the homepage it is possible to browse a world map
ANDREADALLTHEPOSTSABOUTANYGIVENCOUNTRY/NTHEOTHERHAND WElNDONTHE
!BOUTPAGETHEPROlLESOFALLTHEBLOGGERSANDALINKTOTHEIRTRAVELEXPERIENCES
Therefore, the platform puts an equal emphasis on the gnoseological and crosscultural potentials of the travel blogs. This, however, holds true only insofar as
we remain at the level of the platform as a whole. Indeed, once we delve into
reading the blogs, the situation changes. Similarly to Millycat, Flavia tends to
provide tourist information very much in the spirit of those portals from which
the platform pretends to distance itself: “The capital is home to 20 million
PEOPLEANDMILLIONCARS vITISREADINTHEPOSTDEDICATEDTO"EIJING hOURlRST
visit is to Tiananmen square, which, with its 44 hectares, is the largest in the
WORLD)NTHEMIDDLE THEREISAWARMEMORIALANDTHEmAGOFTHE#02vPOST
author’s translation). Again, the blog is largely composed of a series of objective
notations, the consequences of which are: 1) to conceal the subjective position
of the blogger with respect to the experience; 2) to rarefy the narration; 3) to
offer a matter-of-fact description of the country and the people. In this case,
however, it is visible that the posts unfold at best their purely documentary
function. Indeed, almost all the images uploaded in the blog show touristic
landmarks, and on the rare occasions on which they portray people, these are,
SOTOSPEAK MASSIlED THATIS REPRESENTEDINDISTINCTIVELYASAWHOLE;&IG=
Hence, not only is Flavia’s account conceived from the outset for a restricted
class of readers (i.e. tourists or other travel bloggers, as the platform suggests),
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but her whole journey and the account derived from it turn out to be very
similar to Millycat’s.
&INALLY IN&LAVIASBLOGTHEOBJECTIlCATIONOFTHEEXPERIENCEISALSOEVIDENTIN
the few comments that accompany some of the posts, as the following exchange
BETWEEN HER AND BLOGGER %LETROTTER SUGGESTS h;%LETROTTER= @7ONDERFUL TEMPLESŕ
-AYBEONEDAY)LLGOTO#HINATOO;&LAVIA=@9OUHAVETOŕ)FYOUDECIDETOGO 
I’ll be happy to provide you with tips, so that you can enjoy the best places and
avoid the most commercial ones.” (Comments to post 3; author’s translation.)
4HESECOMMENTSKINDLETWOREmECTIONSONTHEONEHAND THETRAVELBLOGLARGELY
functions as a carrier of tourist information, keeping its enjoyment self-enclosed
within the travel bloggers’ community; on the other hand, it responds primarily to
Flavia’s willingness to testify her journey, without, however, her being concerned
with providing a well-rounded representation of the experience. In this respect,
BOTHTRAVELBLOGSCONlRMTHElNDINGSABOUTTHEPRACTICEOFBLOGGINGBEINGASINGLE
authored activity with a highly self-referential connotation (Papacharissi 2004).

Conclusion
The analysis showed that travel books and travel blogs, considered as two
intermedial transpositions of the travel writing genre, realize its rhetorical
AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL FEATURES VERY DIFFERENTLY -ORE SPECIlCALLY  THE TWO
travelogues La Cina in Vespa and La Birra di Shaoshan present the readers with
the unfolding of a proper narrative, which depends upon the “I” of the travel
writer. However, while in Bettinelli’s book the narration takes the form of a lifediary, thus strengthening the gnoseological potential of travel writing (i.e. the
self-representation of the author), Ramazzotti’s work is overtly conceived as a
reportage, so that the cross-cultural potential of the genre is stressed (i.e. the
representation of China and the Chinese).
Travel blogs, on the contrary, are largely constituted by objective notations
and/or by tourist advice which bring these texts close to the travel guide. This
tendency is so prominent in both Cina: terra di grandi contrasti and Conoscere
Pechino tra dinastie e imperatori that the narrative almost disappears in favour
of a mere juxtaposition of documentary information. As a consequence, the two
blogs manifest an erasure of both the subjectivity of the travel blogger, as well as
of China and Chinese people. In fact, such an erasure occurs either verbally (i.e.
self-referentiality of the comments), or visually (i.e. pictures that privilege places
over people). At the same time, if travel blogs appear much more documentary-
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like than travel books, it is also due to the infrastructure of the blog platforms,
whose policies of use constrain what bloggers and readers can do much more
radically than publishers do in books. Further research would require extending
the analysis to travel blogs that are not hosted on platforms, but are independently
managed by the bloggers.
On a general level, the two travel blogs appear as rhetorically more homogeneous
than the travel books. In this respect, it is possible to suggest that (these) travel
blogs cannot effectively represent an alternative to travel books, nor constitute an
effective source of information for knowing China and the Chinese; rather, they
are texts which reinforce the representation of the country as a tourist destination.
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Figure 1. A screenshot of Millycat’s blog (http://turistipercaso.it/cina/68394/
cina-terra-di-grandi-contrasti.html, last accessed 05. 05. 2015) which attests to
the intrusion of extra-diegetic elements in the page.
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Figure 2. Part of Flavia’s blog on China (http://blogdiviaggi.com/
blog/2013/09/21/viaggio-a-pechino-cosa-vedere/, last accessed 05. 05. 2015).
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